Internal Jack Replacement Instructions
(Shortcut)
Important: These steps are only suggestions by Goalsetter Systems for the Internal Jack Replacement.
Goalsetter will not be liable for any injuries or product defects that occur due to accidents while
performing these shortcuts. Always take extra care when attempting these short cuts. If you are unsure
of these procedures take goal down according to original instructions to perform jack replacement.
Suggested Tools:
• 1-2 Step ladders
Rubber mallet or hammer
Pin for driving
• Socket and/or wrenches if goal has nuts/bolts at pivot points
• Hex key set if goal has pivot pins and locking collars at pivot points
Step 1:

Position step ladder (or equivalent support) under the backboard. This will remove
pressure from jack assembly. If board needs to be raised slightly, to position support, you
will need to remove handle if still attached. With backboard supported you can now
remove the appropriate hardware.

Step 2:

Remove locking collars or nut from jack clevis pin or bolt. Drive pin or bolt out
disconnecting jack from lower extension arm clevis.

Step 3:

Remove locking collars or nut from lower extension arm pole pin or bolt. Drive pin or
bolt out disconnecting lower extension arm from pole.

Caution:

Do not lean or push on ladder or equivalent, supporting the backboard at this point.
The bottom of board is now free and could pivot and fall if bumped.

Step 4:

Remove locking collars or nuts from 2 lower backboard pins or bolts. Drive pins or bolts
out disconnecting the lower extension arm from backboard.

Step 5:

Carefully remove lower extension arm away from goal.

Step 6:

Using step ladder, remove defective jack from pole by pulling it straight up and out
through upper extension arm. Be sure that handle is removed at this time.

Step 7:

Carefully insert new jack replacement by going down through upper extension arm.

Step 8:

Reverse steps to reconnect lower extension arm to backboard, pole and jack. Be sure to
tighten all nuts and bolts or locking collars to finish project.

Please call Goalsetter Systems at 1-800-362-4625 or email info@goalsettersystems.com if you have any
questions regarding these instructions. DO NOT attempt these instructions if uncertain.
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